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The post-office and hotel are box-like, two-storey tenements, adjoining each other on the edge of the town ; the mosque is the usual whitewashed edifice with a squat minaret of mediaeval Arab type. It is said to be the oldest building in the place—a c wakf> or charitable trust of an ancient bequest. Water was laid on to it by a covered conduit from a ravine of Shibam, which now supplies the hospital and magazine as well. This supply has not been improved since the Turkish occupation ; it is more than adequate when thunder-storms play round Shibam and a heavy spate comes foaming down the rocky ridge, but in the winter-drought it is apt to run short. There are, however, perennial springs on either side of the town, well-commanded and easy of access.
I cannot say much for the hotel, except that it is much cleaner and far less verminous than it was, being now kept by an Arab instead of a bibulous Greek. Its chief advantage is its proximity to .the Post Office, which enables the alien guest to keep an eye on the up-country mails or to step round and have a heart-to-heart talk with the Postmaster (who is also the telegraph operator), when wires come through in mutilated Arabic. As for the mail itself, it is best described as elusive. Christmas may be at hand, and the weekly up-country mail is often so late that it overlaps the week after, until you have given up all hope and feel that you are cut off from kith and kin—a stranger in a strange land—and then some raw, foggy night, long after the Turkish trumpet up at Beh has sounded c lights out,5 you may hear the faint tinkle of mule-bells, for the mail must travel day and night to link up Sanaa with the Porte. Next morning the leather post-bags will be lying out in the rocky street

